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Empowering construction and infrastructure clients around the world on the topics of risk and people.
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A testimonial to our value

Founded in 1906 as E.E. Contractors, PCL Construction Limited is one of the world’s largest construction companies; the 8th largest contracting organization in the US and the largest in Canada and is ranked #42 in the Global 250. The entirely employee owned company has over 4,500 employees across the United States, Canada and Australia and participates in over 700 construction projects annually with a construction volume of USD 6.7 billion. Through its risk, reinsurance, and human capital arms, Aon comprehensively supports PCL’s diverse business requirements.

“Working with multiple entities on large construction projects that deeply impact their surrounding communities naturally present high levels of risk. Having access to the Aon network and a dedicated Aon team of risk advisors and insurance and performance security brokers engaged throughout the project life cycle has been critical to reducing our total cost of risk.” said PCL’s Vice President in charge of Risk Management, Hugh McLellan. “No matter the engagement, Aon demonstrates an intimate understanding of the project, market and most nuanced risk issues at a granular level. Our relationship with them has been truly valuable to our business and consistently grounded in mutual respect”.

Aon Global Construction and Infrastructure

Construction and infrastructure projects are critical to the world economy, not only to help develop emerging markets, but also to revitalize mature markets facing new pressures: growing urban populations, climate change, and renewed demand for resilience and sustainability. It is estimated that from 2015 to 2030, over USD 57 trillion will need to be spent on building and maintaining infrastructure across the globe.

At the same time, the construction industry is undergoing a rapid transformation driven by increasing global interconnectedness, shifting geographic opportunity, and innovative project delivery methods. Construction projects are becoming larger, more complex, and more expensive than ever before, and increasingly sophisticated contractors and investors are taking more ownership in the life cycle of their projects. As this industry grows and undergoes an accelerated evolution, so do its inherent risks.

Aon’s Global Construction and Infrastructure group consists of a platform connected globally to serve the heightened and multifaceted risk management needs of global contractors and developers. A global platform allows Aon’s best talent to work together to provide consistent, strategic services and leverage the scale and breadth of professional services offered by Aon’s three business groups (Aon Risk Solutions, Aon Benfield, and Aon Hewitt) to address risk and human capital concerns of contractors globally.

Regardless of where our clients operate around the world, we strive to provide consistent engagement, representing all of Aon in every aspect of client service. Aon uses its truly worldwide presence, with over 500 offices in 120 countries, to bring local expertise and global understanding of the construction and infrastructure market to tailor solutions for our clients’ unique needs. With a focus on global engagement, our clients can count on Aon to be their consistent partner in risk and people solutions on all international pursuits.

Through one unified voice, Aon Global Construction and Infrastructure drives consistent excellence in solutions around risk and people.
Aon is uniquely positioned to serve our clients wherever they pursue work
The pillars of value

Aon’s Global Construction and Infrastructure group employs a critical pursuit framework for global clients, the Pillars of Value: advisory, brokerage and analytics, and performance security. Commitment to these Pillars of Value ensures enhanced value capture to clients on all construction and infrastructure engagements, no matter where in the world they are operating.
Advisory

Aon offers distinctive advice and solutions on the topics of risk and people for some of the largest and most complex infrastructure projects around the world through its operating unit, Aon Infrastructure Solutions (AIS). Many of the world’s most sophisticated infrastructure investors and contractors turn to AIS for its engagement model, industry expertise, and acumen.

AIS includes individuals with backgrounds in finance, economics, law, procurement, risk management, engineering and corporate strategy. The multi-disciplinary nature of the team enables Aon to utilize a truly holistic, multi-faceted approach to providing risk advisory and devising solutions for clients on projects.

Brokerage & Analytics

Aon is fully engaged in the effort to bring dynamic risk analytics to its clients, leveraging immense sets of data derived from proprietary databases of construction brokerage, claims mitigation, and loss prevention information. This data set is unmatched in size and scope and complements clients’ industry expertise to provide a comprehensive view of construction risk.

Aon’s Brokerage, Analytics, and Risk Strategies (BARS) team includes industry-leading construction brokerage specialists, who are highly engaged with some of the world’s largest construction participants in the concept, design, and execution of sophisticated risk management programs. BARS has developed a set of groundbreaking tools that harness this data and are helping to create superior risk solutions for our clients.

Performance Security

Aon’s global performance security practice represents the largest and most experienced group of performance security professionals in the industry with over 175 dedicated experts worldwide. These performance security advisors are established, well-recognized leaders in the industry who are known and trusted by the underwriting community and have structured over 30 credit facilities in excess of USD 1 billion.

Aon’s performance security team leads the industry in providing contract bond advice, including traditional performance and payments bonds, complex, global co-surety programs, and structured innovative performance security solutions. Such solutions include surety oriented products that meet the needs of contractors while providing liquidity to owners and lenders to enhance the credit profile and bankability of infrastructure assets.
About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global provider of risk management, insurance brokerage and reinsurance brokerage, and human resources solutions and outsourcing services. Through its more than 72,000 colleagues worldwide, Aon unites to empower results for clients in over 120 countries via innovative risk and people solutions. For further information on our capabilities and to learn how we empower results for clients, please visit: http://aon.mediaroom.com/
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